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Didier Rain is penniless and forlorn on the muddy streets of San Francisco when a seductive 
albino soothsayer launches him on the next leg of his life’s stormy voyage. In a twist of destiny, 
he finds himself aboard a clipper ship on his way to a South Seas island where love and a new 
life await. Is this Lady Luck, or the gods having fun with their favorite gullible scalawag? 
 
Praise for FORTUNA AND THE SCAPEGRACE: 
 
“...The author handles this tasty stew of a plot with verve and humor, remaining in tight control 
of every deviation. This allows readers to easily follow the many plot turns and revel in the 
lively characterizations. While every character fits into the story’s fantastical construct, the 
narrator/protagonist stands out, in particular, as a most memorable rogue." - BlueInk Starred 
Review 
 
“Once again 5 stars for sure, because I honestly do not find a single flaw in this book. It is 
educational, poignant, well written, humorous, scandalous, and makes you think. It would not 
be an exaggeration to say that Brian Kindall is a genius of sorts. I look forward to reading many 
more of his wonderful works in the future.” – M of OhJustBooks.blogspot.com 
 
 
 
Brian Kindall is the author of The Epic of Didier Rain adult fiction series novels DELIVERING 
VIRTUE and FORTUNA AND THE SCAPEGRACE, and middle-grade fiction novels BLUE SKY and 
PEARL. He lives in Idaho with his family. 


